LMVA Student Schedule Information

It has been brought to our attention that there may be some confusion around LMVA student schedules, especially at the secondary level. A schedule was built for every student in Power School, regardless of the chosen instructional option, in order to ensure that all students were assigned classes at their home buildings prior to the start of the school year.

For those who selected the LMVA option, these are the courses that were used to develop your schedule through the Montgomery Virtual Program. As shared previously, some of our upper level elective courses are not available through MVP and those students have been notified of those conflicts.

While the schedule you see in Power School may have specific days/times that courses are scheduled to meet, we can assure you that the fully virtual and flexible option you chose through the LMVA is what you will receive. Please check your email throughout the week of August 31, 2020, for login information and updates from MVP and Edgenuity (the course provider).

Until that program actually starts, you may receive emails from the teachers on your Power School LMSD schedule. You are on their roster until LMVA actually starts. Please do not feel obligated to attend any virtual meetings with those teachers.